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QUESTION: 163 
What individuals need to understand and ensure compliance with an organization's 
security policy? 

A. all staff 
B. IT director 
C. contract staff 
D. senior management 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 164
 
The authenticity of a patch to a business-critical software package has been verified.
 
From a security point of view, what should happen next?
 

A. Trust the vendor. Apply the patch immediately to the live system in order to prevent 
critical vulnerabilities being exploited. 
B. Wait before installing the patch. If there has been no impact to your system to date, 
you can ignore it even if you are using the affected component. 
C. Wait before installing the patch. If after some time there are no signs that the patch 
causes adverse effects at other installations, install it on the live system. 
D. Consider the technical and business impact of applying or of not applying the patch. 
Test the patch on a pre-production system, and if the results are acceptable, apply it to the 
live systems. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 165 
Encrypted file transfers between systems provide better data integrity and confidentiality 
than "in the clear" transfers. What two areas need to be considered prior to implementing 
such a solution?  Select two. 

A. unavailability of encrypted network transfer utilities 
B. system performance impact of encrypted transfers 
C. only private lines may be used to connect sender and receiver 
D. security issues associated with key distribution and management 
E. sender and receiver always have to run the same operating system 

Answer: B, D 

QUESTION: 166 
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Which three mechanisms does OpenVMS provide for detecting and reporting security-
related events? Select three. 

A. intrusion detection 
B. audit server 
C. operator log 
D. error log 
E. system crash dump 
F. netserver log 

Answer: A, B, C 

QUESTION: 167
 
What are three possible destinations for security audit events?  Select three.
 

A. error log
B. operator log 
C. audit listener 
D. accounting log
E. security audit log 

Answer: B, C, E 

QUESTION: 168
 
How can a system manager identify which image another process is executing?
 

A. $ SHOW DEVICE /FILES /ID=pid 
B. $ SHOW PROCESS /FILES /ID=pid 
C. $ SHOW PROCESS /CONTINUOUS /ID=pid 
D. $ SHOW SECURITY /CONTINUOUS /ID=pid 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 169 
Your company has decided to install a product which requires GRPPRV privilege for 
identifier JRB to read the SYSUAF.DAT file. You are concerned the privilege may be 
misused. How can use of this privilege be monitored? 

A. set audit/audit/enable=(privilege=(success:grpprv,failure:grpprv)) 
B. set security/class=security_class/audit/enable=(privilege=grpprv) 
C. set audit/alarm/enable=(privilege=grpprv,access=(success+failure)) 
D. set  security/acl=(audit=security,access=read+success+failure)
SYS$SYSTEM:SYSUAF.DAT 
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Answer: A 

QUESTION: 170
 
Which option may be used for external authentication on an OpenVMS system?
 

A. RSH 
B. Kerberos 
C. SSH 
D. DECdns 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 171
 
Which two object classes can have audit events applied to them?  Select two.
 

A. logical name tables 
B. logical names 
C. locks 
D. event flags 
E. global sections 

Answer: A, E 

QUESTION: 172
 
Which two login modes are subject to intrusion detection?  Select two.
 

A. BATCH 
B. DETACH 
C. INTERACTIVE 
D. NETWORK 
E. REMOTE 

Answer: C, D 

QUESTION: 173
 
Security policy states that an audit journal entry is required when a file in the directory
 
[AGENTS] is deleted. Which two commands are required to implement this policy?
 
Select two.
 

A. SET SECURITY/ACL=(AUDIT=SECURITY,ACCESS=DELETE+SUCCESS) 
[AGENTS]*.*;* 
B. SET SECURITY/ACL=(ALARM=SECURITY,ACCESS=DELETE+SUCCESS) 
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[AGENTS]*.*;* 
C. SET SECURITY/ACL=(AUDIT=SECURITY,ACCESS=DELETE+SUCCESS) 
AGENTS.DIR;1 
D. SET SECURITY/ACL=(ALARM=SECURITY,ACCESS=DELETE+SUCCESS)
AGENTS.DIR;1 
E. SET SECURITY/ACL=   (AUDIT=SECURITY,   OPTIONS=DEFAULT,  ACCESS= 
DELETE+SUCCESS) AGENTS.DIR;1 

Answer: A, E 

QUESTION: 174
 
What is the default OpenVMS audit server journal file called?
 

A. operator.log 
B. audit.security$journal 
C. security.audit$journal 
D. vms$audit_server.log 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 175 
On a system with user file activity across several volumes, which command or utility can 
a system manager use to determine what files a process currently has open across all disk 
volumes? 

A. ANALYZE /PROCESS 
B. ANALYZE /SYSTEM 
C. MONITOR FILE_SYSTEM_CACHE/ALL 
D. SHOW DEVICE/FILES/NOSYSTEM * 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 176 
Which technique can safely be used to determine the cause of "insufficient privilege or 
file protection violation" errors? 

A. temporarily grant the user all privileges 
B. enable auditing for "use of privilege" events 
C. temporarily modify the object protection to W:RWED 
D. enable audit alarms for all access failures on the object 

Answer: D 
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QUESTION: 177
 
The DCL command DIR 0:: fails with the error message %SYSTEM-F-LINKEXIT,

network partner exited. Why could this happen?
 

A. no proxy 
B. proxy into non-existent target account 
C. protection violation on login command procedures 
D. attempts to create a NETSERVER.LOG with a version number over 32767 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 178
 
What is the security significance of a missing audit log file?
 

A. no significance - routine OpenVMS errors can cause this 
B. minor significance - probably just a hardware (e.g. disk) error 
C. extremely significant - potential indication of deliberate abuse by a trusted person 
(privileged user) 
D. minor significance - an untested edit in SYSTARTUP_VMS, probably forgot to start 
the audit server 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 179
 
Click the Task button.
 
You need to break into a system when none of the accounts or passwords are known.
 
Using drag and drop, place the steps in the correct sequence to accomplish this.
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Answer: 

QUESTION: 180 
By default, what happens to system activity if the audit server's log destination runs out 
of disk space? 

A. all batch jobs are suspended 
B. audit-generating user processes are suspended 
C. system crashes to protect integrity of auditing records 
D. normal operation continues, oldest audits are discarded 

Answer: B 
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